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BCG Therapy for Type 1 Diabetes:
Restoration of Balanced Immunity and
Metabolism
Willem M. Kühtreiber1 and Denise L. Faustman1,*
The bacillus Calmette–Guerin (BCG) vaccine is a microorganism developed as a
vaccine for tuberculosis 100 years ago and used as therapy for bladder cancer
40 years ago. More recently, BCG has shown therapeutic promise for type 1
diabetes (T1D) and several other autoimmune diseases. In T1D, BCG restored
blood sugars to near normal, even in patients with advanced disease of >20
years duration. This clinically important effect may be driven by resetting of the
immune system and the shifting of glucose metabolism from overactive oxidative phosphorylation, a state of minimal sugar utilization, to aerobic glycolysis, a
state of high glucose utilization, for energy production. The mechanistic ﬁndings support the Hygiene Hypothesis and reveal the immune and metabolic
synergy of mycobacterial reintroduction in modern humans.

Highlights
The BCG vaccine is an attenuated form
of mycobacterium originally developed
>100 years ago for tuberculosis prevention. Its safety record is unsurpassed. This vaccine is now being
investigated as a therapy for type 1 diabetes (T1D) and other autoimmune diseases to restore the immune balance.
Repeated BCG vaccinations in long-term
diabetics can restore blood sugars to
near normal by resetting the immune system and by increasing glucose utilization
through a metabolic shift to aerobic glycolysis, a high-glucose-utilization state.

BCG’s Efﬁcacy in Lowering Blood Sugars in T1D Is Based on Immune and
Immunometabolic Effects

BCG-treated subjects given at least
two vaccines do not experience
restoration of blood sugars until about
3 years later, but once the blood
sugars return to normal, the therapeutic effect endures beyond 5 years.

The BCG vaccine (see Glossary), an attenuated Mycobacterium bovis that resembles Mycobacterium tuberculosis, is the most commonly used vaccine in the world. Used globally for over
100 years, it also is heralded as the safest vaccine ever developed. Primarily developed as a
preventive vaccine for tuberculosis, high-dose BCG has also been used since the 1970s for earlystage bladder cancer. From an evolutionary viewpoint, humans and Neanderthals evolved with
Mycobacteria in their bone marrow, and it is only in recent times that humans have been without
continuous exposure to these organisms that are commonly found in soil, water, and the
environment, as well as their common historical interface with humans in less-clean living environments [1–3]. This long evolutionary history explains why global data suggest that Mycobacteria
shape the host immune system, a bacterial–host interaction often referred to as trained immunity,
through epigenetic changes creating beneﬁcial commensalism at the gene level [4–9].
A recently reported Phase I randomized clinical trial ﬁnds that in longstanding T1D, vaccination
with two doses of intradermal BCG achieved, after a delay of 3 years, lowered HbA1c values in
the near-normal range. Once achieved, lower HbA1c values appear to be permanent for the
next 5 years without further BCG vaccinations [10] (Figure 1). Remarkably, reductions in HbA1c
are not associated with hypoglycemic events, a common occurrence with insulin alone and
blood sugar control at these near-normal levels. Mechanistic data further reveal that BCG’s
reduction of HbA1c appears to be achieved by resetting of the immune system in two ways on
the cellular level: through ‘turning on’ suppressive T regulatory (Treg) cells [10–12]; and by
the killing of pathogenic (cytotoxic) T lymphocytes (T cells) (CTLs) that attack pancreatic islet
cells [13,14] (Figure 2A). Both of these mechanisms rely on BCG’s induction of the cytokine
tumor necrosis factor (TNF). It has been appreciated that these immune regulatory effects of
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T1D subjects prior to BCG treatment
have an immune system dominated
by oxidative phosphorylation, a low-glucose-utilization state that predominantly
utilizes the Krebs cycle for energy.
Based on the Hygiene Hypothesis, lifelong underexposure to pathogens could
account for the predominance of oxidative phosphorylation in untreated T1D.
Because the BCG-induced restoration
of glucose utilization is through regulated cellular utilization of sugar, episodes of hypoglycemia with nearnormal blood sugars are rarely reported.
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Onset of T1D

10–12 %
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BCG Rx
7–8 %

Standard insulin therapy
≈ 20 years

Rx with BCG
Limited hypoglycemia; reduced insulin

Age ≈ 15 years

≈ 35 years

HbA1c (%)

Rx with insulin

6.0%

≈ 43 years

Figure 1. Bacillus Calmette–Guerin (BCG) Permanently Lowers HbA1c to Near-Normal Levels. The diagram
summarizes the original data in [10] (see Figure 1). Multidosing with BCG, with a delay of approximately 3 years, returns
blood sugars to near-normal levels without hypoglycemia. BCG appears to work even in longstanding adult type 1 diabetic
subjects and persists long term without further BCG treatment.

BCG are also shared by tuberculosis itself: tuberculosis turns on Treg cells and also changes
the host epigenetics of the methylation machinery for Treg expansion [15–18].
Type 1 diabetic adults vaccinated with BCG exhibit within 8 weeks peripheral CD4 T cells with
epigenetic changes in the Treg signature genes (i.e., FoxP3, TNFRSF18, IL2RA, IKZF2, IKZF4, and
CTLA4 [10]) (Figure 2B). Prepared DNA shows demethylation changes indicative of increased
gene expression. This was conﬁrmed by de novo host gene expression at the mRNA level of these
same target Treg genes [10]. It is known that epigenetic modiﬁcations not only drive FoxP3
transcription but also lead to Treg stability [19]. BCG and tuberculosis turn on Tregs by multiple
methods in addition to the direct demethylation of the FoxP3 genes and additional Treg signature
genes. The CREB protein is recognized as an activated protein when phosphorylated and binds to
a critical region of the FoxP3 locus to enhance transcription. Mycobacteria – BCG or TB – on
infecting host macrophages produce a burst in cAMP. Mycobacteria are unique among bacteria in
that they have not just one but up to 17 adenylate cyclase genes to phosphorylate host proteins
and change gene expression. Monocytes that are infected with mycobacteria activate critical
proteins such as CREB that in turn can promote FoxP3 expression by enhancing the transcription
machinery of the demethylated locus (Figure 2C) [20–22].

Aerobic Glycolysis and Oxidative Phosphorylation, Two Immunometabolic
Steps, Differ in Their Utilization of Serum Glucose
Normally the immune cells produce energy through either oxidative phosphorylation or
aerobic glycolysis based on their functions, their environment, and probably many other
causal factors yet to be identiﬁed (Figure 3A). Oxidative phosphorylation uses the Krebs cycle,
and cells in which this mechanism is predominant transport relatively small amounts of sugar for
energy. In marked contrast, aerobic glycolysis in lymphocytes is a regulated and high-glucose
sugar-transport process that creates purines through the pentose phosphate shunt, and
such cells underutilize the Krebs cycle for energy. Remarkably, BCG switches immunometabolism from high reliance on oxidative phosphorylation to high reliance on aerobic glycolysis
on a systemic level, monitored in humans by documented effects in the blood (Figure 2B)
[10,23,24], thereby lowering glucose levels. It is important to point out that T1D subjects prior to
BCG treatment have overzealous oxidative phosphorylation so the BCG effect on immune

Aerobic glycolysis: a metabolic
pathway used by cells to obtain
energy and to make purines, which
are DNA and RNA building blocks.
Aerobic glycolysis is not overly
dependent on the mitochondria or
the Krebs cycle. This metabolic
pathway utilizes lots of sugar on the
exterior of the cell as the energy
course.
Bacillus Calmette–Guerin (BCG)
vaccine: an attenuated
Mycobacterium bovis organism
similar to the Mycobacterium
tuberculosis organism. BCG has
been used globally as a preventive
vaccine for tuberculosis for over 100
years, with over 3 billion people
vaccinated.
Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs):
also known as autoimmune killer
cells; pathogenic cells underlying
autoimmunity that attack and kill selforgans.
Hygiene Hypothesis: an
environment-based proposal to
explain the increasing incidence of
T1D and other autoimmune
diseases. It asserts that diseases
appear as a result of a change in
environmental factors such as fewer
childhood exposures to
microorganisms, increased vaccines
and thus fewer infections, increased
antibiotic usage with fewer infections,
cleaner foods without
microorganisms, and a lifestyle
without occupations with close
interactions with soil and animals.
Ketones: substances produced
during a late step in oxidative
phosphorylation prior to the Krebs
cycle; made from acetyl-CoA.
Krebs cycle: a late metabolic step
during oxidative phosphorylation that
yields energy in the form of ATP.
Late stages of the Krebs cycle use
the mitochondrial membrane for
electron transport.
NOD mouse: a nonobese diabetic
mouse that is a common murine
model for the study of autoimmunity.
Like humans, NOD mice
spontaneously develop T1D driven
by too many CTLs and too few
functional Treg cells.
Oxidative phosphorylation: a
metabolic pathway used by cells to
obtain energy; dependent on only
small amounts of glucose and utilizes
the mitochondria and Krebs cycle.
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metabolism is to restore it to normal by increasing aerobic glycolysis, a state of accelerated
regulated glucose utilization (Figure 2C). It has been appreciated that other forms of mycobacteria like M. tuberculosis also modulate aerobic glycolysis for trained immunity effects [25].
Lowering blood glucose levels in diabetes is a highly investigated topic since the discovery of
insulin. Interventional and pharmacological methods to practically or theoretically lower blood
sugar have relied on diverse biological pathways and processes to achieve euglycemia. Insulin
levels have increased from reintroduction of islets or islet regeneration, decrease in peripheral
insulin resistance, and enhancement of insulin secretion. Glucose-lowering drugs can inhibit
liver glucose production, slow intestinal glucose absorption, or decrease the insulin contraregulatory hormone glucagon. Blood sugar-lowering drugs also include drugs that prevent
glucose uptake in the kidney (SGLT2 inhibitors) or prevent glucose uptake in the intestine
(SGLT1 inhibitors). The recent clinical trial on repeat BCG vaccination of T1D identiﬁes a new
mechanism for blood sugar lowering that uses immunometabolism.

Can BCG Treatment Regenerate Pancreatic Islets?
BCG treatment with a clinical delay in onset of efﬁcacy appears permanent, without risk of
hypoglycemia since the cellular sugar transport is regulated, and need not be repeated after
initial dosing [10]. Remarkably, the underlying mechanism, immunometabolism, does not need
pancreatic regeneration to restore blood sugars, at least in those patients with longstanding
diabetes [10,13]. We have shown previously that BCG treatment of diabetic NOD mice results
in restoration of normoglycemia by means of large-scale regeneration of islets [26,27]. In our
current human T1D studies, however, this appears not to be the primary mechanism. As the
data in our NPJ Vaccines paper show, although HbA1c was stably corrected to the normal
range for over 5 years, stimulated C-peptide levels were almost undetectable and certainly not
large enough to account for the drop in HbA1c [10]. We therefore conclude that, at least in
these T1D patients with adult disease onset, long duration of disease, and no signiﬁcant
residual C-peptide at the start of the clinical trials, the pancreas after BCG was not playing a role
in controlling blood sugars.
A pediatric trial is planned and we hope it will show whether blood sugar restoration in younger
people can be driven by both pancreatic islet regeneration and regulation of immunometabolism
as observed in adults with longstanding T1D. Regardless of the age or duration of T1D, the
immune imbalance of too few functional Tregs and too many pathologic T effectors is present at
diagnosis and persists for years and BCG appears able to reset these immune defects.

BCG’s Immune and Immunometabolic Effects Support the Hygiene
Hypothesis
It is commonly appreciated that microorganisms frequently utilize aerobic glycolysis as the
mechanism for energy production when they reside in infected cells, using simple sugars as a
source of energy. Therefore, if autoimmunity is driven by the Hygiene Hypothesis the
observation of a high baseline of oxidative phosphorylation ﬁts well. The Hygiene Hypothesis
contends that the rise in allergies and autoimmunity in modern societies is due to the lack of
interaction between microorganisms and the immune system. Microorganisms, including BCG,
convert the host immune system to aerobic glycolysis at least at the site of infection. Our data
support the Hygiene Hypothesis by showing that the reintroduction of a bacterium (BCG) into
T1D subjects ameliorates autoimmunity. We also have shown that improper T cell training by
poor Treg function and pathogenic cytotoxic T cells is also corrected and that this correction
appears to be driven by the host production of TNF, a natural cytokine that is induced by
pathogens as the ﬁrst line of defense.
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Pentose phosphate shunt: the
metabolic pathway for cellular
synthesis of purines and pyrimidines;
very active in aerobic glycolysis but
underactive in oxidative
phosphorylation.
Purines: building blocks of the
nucleic acids DNA and RNA.
TB: M. tuberculosis, the pathologic
version of mycobacteria that causes
disease in humans.
Treg-speciﬁc demethylation
region (TSDR): the DNA region of
the FoxP3 gene critical for Treg
generation and stability. This DNA
region must to demethylated for the
critical CREB protein to bind; CREB
must additionally be phosphorylated
to bind to the demethylated region.
T regulatory (Treg) cells:
suppressive cells that help to quiet
the immune response. In
autoimmune disease, they are
deﬁcient either in numbers or in their
suppressive capabilities.
Tumor necrosis factor (TNF): a
naturally made cytokine that helps to
mold the immune response. TNF is
known to be the ligand for Treg
expansion and also the ligand for
selective death of cytotoxic
lymphocytes.
Type 1 diabetes (T1D): an
autoimmune disease wherein the
immune system abnormally attacks
the insulin-secreting cells of the
pancreas and thus causes lifethreatening hyperglycemia.
Type 2 diabetes (T2D): a disorder
where early in the disease insulin is
still made by the pancreas but the
peripheral tissues where insulin acts
are resistant to insulin action. It is
generally believed that this insulin
resistance eventually drives the
massive amounts of pancreatic
insulin production to decline.
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Figure 2. Immune effects of Bacillus Calmette–Guerin (BCG) in Type 1 Diabetic Subjects. (A) The autoimmune environment comprises too few suppressive
T regulatory (Treg) cells and too many cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs). With BCG treatment and its associated tumor necrosis factor (TNF) induction, Treg cell expansion
and augmented function occurs, and CTLs die thus restoring the immune balance towards normal at the autoimmune site. Black circles are CTLs, green circles are
Tregs, and blue circles are the insulin-secreting islets. (B) At the DNA level, BCG in vivo causes direct demethylation of the six signature genes of Treg expression and
(Figure legend continued on the bottom of the next page.)
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Figure 3C compares the balance of oxidative phosphorylation and aerobic glycolysis by
lymphoid cells from normal subjects, from unvaccinated T1D subjects, and from BCG-treated
T1D subjects. It summarizes our mechanistic ﬁndings from full-genome mRNA sequencing of
separated cell populations as well as comprehensive metabolomic and epigenetic studies [10].
Untreated T1D lymphocytes display an abnormally high reliance on oxidative phosphorylation,
which is a state of low glucose utilization. BCG-treated lymphocytes use more glucose for
energy and thus lower serum glucose in a regulated fashion. The high oxidative phosphorylation
state of unvaccinated T1D subjects is associated with brisk Krebs cycle utilization, the
overproduction of ketones, and underutilization of glucose transport to fuel energy production.
With BCG therapy not only does accelerated and regulated glucose transport occur at the cell
membrane, but the pentose phosphate shunts turns on, and fewer metabolites are funneled
through the Krebs cycle. This suggests that BCG-treated T1D subjects are less likely to
produce ketones. Since ketones have long been associated with only T1D and not type 2
diabetes (T2D), the high oxidative phosphorylation state in T1D may explain why more
ketones are produced with equivalent amounts of elevated blood sugars and no ketones in
T2D. Whether looking at purine synthesis or at the pentose phosphate shunt mechanism,
untreated T1D has the hallmarks of predominant oxidative phosphorylation driving immunometabolism. It is also important to point out that the measurement of purine metabolites in
unvaccinated T1D compared with age-matched controls consistently shows diminished levels,
a clear marker of insufﬁcient baseline aerobic glycolysis (Figure 4). This suggests that T1D has
an underlying defect in metabolic balance, which BCG partially corrects. The data as a whole
do not suggest that BCG shifts normal immune metabolism in an overzealous fashion to a
highly upregulated abnormal state of aerobic glycolysis, but that it is merely resetting the
balance. Since many microorganisms including tuberculosis mycobacteria and BCG utilize
aerobic glycolysis, the data in total support that immune-metabolic imbalance in T1D could
stem from too few environmental exposures, which have been eliminated as a result of more
sterile environments.
It could be argued that although it is observed that immune metabolism after repeat BCG
therapy ﬂips glucose utilization, the metabolic marker shifts might indicate that near-normal
HbA1c, compared with elevated HbA1c, drives immunometabolism to predominantly corrected aerobic glycolysis. However, this is not the case, because there is no difference in the
pattern of metabolites associated with aerobic glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation when
comparing unvaccinated T1D with high HbA1c vs low HbA1c values. Instead, an entirely
different group of metabolites, unrelated to carbohydrate metabolism, appears to be correlated
with glucose levels in T1D (Figure 5).

Adult Vaccination with BCG Is Efﬁcacious in Diverse Human Diseases
Research over the past 10 years has investigated the therapeutic beneﬁts of BCG for an array of
autoimmune, allergic, and induced adaptive immune responses to childhood infections
[4,13,28–34]. In multiple sclerosis, BCG delivered in a double-blind randomized controlled
trial halted new onset disease, but the clinical effect was most striking after a delay of nearly 5
years [29]. Three BCG vaccines administered in childhood were associated with lower incidence of T1D by age 12 years [33]. In a Phase I trial, two doses of BCG in long-term T1D
subjects elicited favorable biomarker responses, such as increased beneﬁcial Treg cells, killing

subsequent augmented mRNA expression of the corresponding genes (i.e., FoxP3, TNFRSF18, IL2RA, IKZF2, IKZF4, and CTLA4). (C) Ancient organisms like
mycobacteria use genome-encoded bacterial adenylyl cyclases, the enzymes that generate cAMP, as second messengers to regulate host genes. For proper Treg
stability, phosphorylated CREB binds the FoxP3 Treg-speciﬁc demethylation region (TSDR).
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Figure 3. The Balance between Oxidative Phosphorylation and Aerobic Glycolysis in Lymphoid Cells. (A) Glucose utilization by lymphocytes is dictated by
their metabolic state. With predominant oxidative phosphorylation, there is little glucose utilization but high Krebs cycle utilization for energy metabolism. With high
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of pathogenic (cytotoxic) T cells, and temporary restoration of pancreatic insulin, but, by the end
of the 20-week trial, failed to lower HbA1c [13]. Three more years had to elapse before HbA1c
was lower, according to the Phase I extension study [10]. In low-birthweight infants, BCG
vaccination in a case-cohort study conferred a survival advantage in a diversity of infections
unrelated to tuberculosis, and in healthy populations conferred a lifelong and long-term survival
advantage [35–38].

Lessons about the Therapeutic Beneﬁts of BCG
The evidence base offers important lessons on the timing of BCG administration relative to disease
onset, the number of BCG doses, and strain differences in BCG efﬁcacy. If NOD mice are given BCG
after they display early signs of diabetes (prediabetes), new-onset diabetes, or full-blown diabetes, it
permanently reverses diabetes [26,27,39,40]. However, giving BCG at birth in diabetes-prone
humans or NOD mice as a single injection has no beneﬁt, so the disease must be apparent for BCG to
be effective in mice and humans [41,42]. In humans, a single dose of BCG is not associated with
reduced incidence of T1D by age 12 years, but at least two doses are beneﬁcial [33,43].
Human and mouse studies reveal variable efﬁcacy of different BCG strains. A single dose of the
Moreau BCG substrain appears to decrease the progression of new-onset diabetes in humans,
but three subsequent human studies using less potent BCG strains, such as TICE, demonstrated no clinical beneﬁt in humans, at least with limited follow-up time [44,45]. The TICE strain
of BCG, for example, is known to have poor immunoregulatory properties in both NOD mice
and humans and when studied in vitro has lower efﬁcacy for the induction of TNF and the
transcription factor NFkB [46].
The age of subjects treated with BCG may drive mechanisms underlying blood sugar restoration. In young NOD mice, repeat administration of BCG causes brisk pancreatic regeneration
[26,27]. In adult NOD mice and humans with longstanding diabetes, BCG repeat administration
leads to restored blood sugars through immune effects and immunometabolism, not through
pancreatic regeneration. Pediatric trials have not yet been conducted to determine the relative
contribution of pancreatic regeneration as a cause of restored blood sugars versus accelerated
aerobic metabolism as the primary driver of restoration of blood sugars to normal levels.

Overactive Oxidative Phosphorylation in Unvaccinated T1D May Explain the
Well-Known Propensity to Ketosis
The discovery of overactive oxidative phosphorylation in unvaccinated T1D may explain the clinical
observation of heightened ketosis. It has been known for years that T1D versus T2D subjects have
different susceptibilities to ketosis. Even in well-controlled studies, the same glucose dysregulation consistently reveals the ketosis speciﬁc to the type 1 diabetic etiology [47].

aerobic glycolysis, lymphocytes use much more glucose, utilize the pentose shunt with augmented purine metabolites, and produce less energy from the Krebs cycle.
(B) In normal cells from nondiabetic controls, lymphocytes exhibit a balance between oxidative phosphorylation and aerobic glycolysis. At baseline, type 1 diabetes
(T1D) subjects have underactive aerobic glycolysis and overactive oxidative phosphorylation, resulting in poorly regulated glucose utilization. With bacillus Calmette–
Guerin (BCG) treatment of T1D, aerobic glycolysis is restored towards normal and the lymphoid cells utilize more glucose in a regulated metabolic fashion avoiding
hypoglycemia. (C) Normal lymphoid cells exhibit a balance in energy production between oxidative phosphorylation that utilizes the Krebs cycle and aerobic glycolysis
that utilizes the pentose phosphate shunt to make purines. T1D lymphoid cells overutilize oxidative phosphorylation and the Krebs cycle for energy metabolism; this
state is associated with minimal serum glucose utilization since the Krebs cycle is very efﬁcient in generating a lot of ATP while using only a little glucose. It should be
noted that overutilization of oxidative phosphorylation might result in a tendency for overproduction of ketones since too much acetyl-CoA is produced prior to the Krebs
cycle. As a result, too much acetyl-CoA can be shunted to ketones. With BCG treatment of T1D, the immune metabolism of lymphocytes is restored in large part back to
the normal balance. T1D subjects have lowered purine synthesis and pentose phosphate shunt; regulated sugar transport is restored and the tendency of T1D subjects
to make ketones is likely to be minimized.
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Figure 4. Unvaccinated Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) Subjects Have a Suppressed Pentose Phosphate Shunt as
Demonstrated by Reduced Purine Metabolites. The pentose phosphate shunt leads to the production of various
purines. Metabolomic analysis shows that several key purines are signiﬁcantly reduced in the serum of unvaccinated T1D
(Figure legend continued on the bottom of the next page.)
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Figure 5. Excellent or Poor HbA1c Control Does Not Affect Metabolites of Aerobic Glycolysis and Oxidative
Phosphorylation. Since BCG treatment lowers blood sugars leading to lowered HbA1c values, it was important to rule
out metabolically that blood sugar control was the consequence, not the cause, of the shift in type 1 diabetes (T1D)
lymphocytes from high oxidative phosphorylation to aerobic glycolysis. We therefore divided a group of 100 T1D subjects
into the highest 50% and the lowest 50% based on HbA1c and compared the metabolomic proﬁles of these two groups.
These data showed that the altered metabolites of high blood sugars versus low blood sugars in unvaccinated T1D were
unrelated to the metabolic shifts secondary to bacillus Calmette–Guerin (BCG). Thus, average blood sugar levels had no
impact on carbohydrate metabolism. The graph shows only those metabolites that had statistical signiﬁcance as it relates
to HbA1c levels. The metabolites shown are in the peptide pathway (ADSGEGDFXAEGGGVR, P = 0.000 2, Q = 0.012),
the nucleotide pathway (N6-methyladenosine, P = 0.001, Q = 0.041), the lipid pathway [N-linoleoylglycine, P = 0.000 6,
0.028; 1-linoleoyl-GPE (18:2), P = 0.000 1, Q = 0.01; 2-linoleoyl-GPE (18:2), P = 0.000 3, Q = 0.016 8), and the amino
acid pathway (3-phenylpropionate, P = 0.001 1, Q = 0.041; pro-hydroxy-pro, P = 2.5E–5, Q = 0.041). Thus, none of these
metabolites relates directly to metabolic control of blood sugar. The data in this ﬁgure were published at the 2018 ADA 78th
Scientiﬁc Sessions meeting in Orlando, Florida [50]. For a description of the metabolomic methods and statistics, please
refer to the legend of Figure 4.

Figure 3 shows that cells with highly active oxidative phosphorylation push metabolites down
towards the Krebs cycle, which is a very active pathway for energy. If the downward drive of
oxidative phosphorylation is strong, acetyl CoA will generate ketones. Therefore, high oxidative
phosphorylation is expected to be associated with higher ketone production. By contrast, the
BCG-induced shift to aerobic glycolysis is expected to diminish ketone production and could
be an added beneﬁt of BCG therapy in T1D.

patients (n = 100) compared with nondiabetic controls (n = 50). This indicates that the pentose phosphate shunt in T1D is
downregulated. P and Q values, respectively, are: adenine (2.3E 5, 0.000 2); N6-carbamoylthreonyladenosine (0.003,
0.000 5); 7-methylguanine (9E 8, 1.5E 5), and N2,N2-dimethylguanlosine (0.008, 0.039). Underutilization of the
pentose phosphate shunt is a symptom of underactive aerobic glycolysis. The data in this ﬁgure are taken from [10] (see
Figure 5b). Please refer to this paper for a description of the methods and statistics that were used. A description of the
demographics for the patient groups is given in [10] (see Online Supplementary Table S1c). P and Q statistics are in [10]
(see Online Supplementary Table S4). Brieﬂy, the patients had an average disease duration of 8  1 years. Serum samples
from 100 unvaccinated T1D patients and 50 nondiabetic controls were used in this study. The samples were sent for
metabolic proﬁling and statistical analysis to Metabolon, Inc. (Durham, NC). Samples were analyzed on Metabolon’s
integrated discovery platform comprising gas and liquid chromatography for separation and mass spectrometry for
detection and identiﬁcation. The metabolomic platform distinguished a total of 690 metabolites.
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Figure 6. Principles of the Seahorse Glycolytic Rate Assay (GRA) as a Method to Measure In Vitro the
Suppressed Aerobic Glycolysis or Compensated Accelerated Glucose Transport in Type 1 Diabetes (T1D)
Monocytes Before and After Bacillus Calmette–Guerin (BCG) Treatment. The GRA assay measures both the
oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and the extracellular acidiﬁcation rate (ECAR) of cells in vitro. Aerobic glycolysis
contributes to extracellular acidiﬁcation, resulting in a glycolytic proton efﬂux rate. This metric mirrors the amount of
lactate acid produced during aerobic glycolysis. After collecting three baseline data points, the analyzer injects the
mitochondrial electron transport chain inhibitors rotenone and antimycin A, effectively inhibiting all oxidative phosphorylation and thus the Krebs cycle. The cells respond by increasing aerobic glycolysis to compensate. The increased glycolysis
causes an increase in lactate production, which acidiﬁes the medium. After collecting three more data points, the analyzer
injects 2-deoxyglucose, which competes with glucose uptake into the cells but cannot be metabolized by the cells. This
(Figure legend continued on the bottom of the next page.)
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Minimal Hypoglycemia with BCG-Induced Lowered HbA1c Levels Is
Possibly Explained by Upregulated Aerobic Glycolysis
Long-term T1D subjects with near-normal blood sugar corrections in our Phase I clinical trial
continue to take insulin, although in reduced amounts. Remarkably, our 5-year hypoglycemic
surveys reveal that HbA1c corrected to the 5.7–6.0% range is not associated with increased
hypoglycemic episodes. For standard insulin therapy with insulin pumps or with continuous
glucose monitors, hypoglycemia usually worsens with increased insulin use, thus precluding
tight blood sugar regulation. BCG-induced blood sugar lowering is due to altered expression of
genes that regulate glucose transport and glucose utilization through oxidative phosphorylation
and aerobic glycolysis. The hypoglycemic risk is minimized after BCG treatment because most
cellular glucose transporters are regulated (turned on or off) by exterior extracellular glucose
levels; that is, if the blood sugar is high the lymphocytes continue to transport glucose but if the
blood glucose is low glucose transport into the cell is stopped. Insulin, of course, is a fabulous
way to lower blood sugars but has the well-known limitation of not reducing glucose transport if
the ambient glucose concentration is lowered. This is why insulin therapy cannot be used
aggressively since insulin is not ‘smart’ and does not know when to stop lowering serum
glucose levels.

New Tests Under Development for Measuring Metabolism and Predicting
BCG Responsiveness
The overactive state of oxidative phosphorylation in T1D subjects was determined by fullgenome mRNA sequencing of separated cell populations, comprehensive metabolomics, and
genomic epigenetic studies. These are powerful research tools, but the additional goal is to
develop a standardized blood-sampling method that would deﬁne a priori the oxidative/aerobic
state of lymphocytes. This not only might predict, if quantitative, the rate of BCG responsiveness but could also be used to proﬁle T2D subjects for possible BCG responsiveness.
Will BCG also lower blood sugars in T2D subjects? Although diverse obese animal model data
suggest that BCG could similarly control blood sugars and perhaps even impact metabolic
syndrome, studies are under way to develop a diagnostic [48,49]. One in vitro test, still under
development, is a Seahorse Glycolytic Rate Assay (GRA) as a method to measure in vitro the
suppressed aerobic glycolysis or compensated accelerated glucose transport in T1D monocytes after BCG treatment (Figure 6). GRA is based on the measurements of both the oxygen
consumption rate (OCR) and the extracellular acidiﬁcation rate (ECAR) of cells in vitro with and
without BCG added to the wells as a prototype method of analysis. After coculture of
monocytes with or without BCG, this glycolytic rate assay treats the mitochondrial electron
transport chain with the inhibitors rotenone and antimycin A. They effectively inhibit oxidative
phosphorylation and thus the Krebs cycle. The cells respond by increasing glycolysis to
maximum levels if aerobic glycolysis is already primed. The increased glycolysis causes an
increase in lactate production, which acidiﬁes the medium. As is shown in Figure 6, T1D cells by
themselves have almost no compensated glycolysis. The analyzer then injects 2-deoxyglucose, which competes with glucose uptake into the cells but cannot be metabolized by the
shuts down glucose metabolism. Actual data for the GRA assay show T1D monocytes cultured for 24 h in the presence of
BCG (red line) to have a robust increase in glycolysis compared with control monocytes (blue line); that is, they can respond
and convert to a high-glucose-utilization status if provided with BCG to augment this change in cellular metabolism that is
not present at baseline. Monocytes from a single T1D patient were isolated by magnetic separation from whole blood using
a Stem Cell Technologies Monocyte Direct Isolation kit. The cells were cultured for 24 h at 37  C and 5% CO2 in the
‘miniplates’ that are designed to be used on a Seahorse XFp instrument. Wells contained either 200 000 monocytes alone
or 200 000 monocytes and 200 000 colony-forming units (CFU) BCG.
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cells. This completely shuts down glucose metabolism. Actual data from the GRA assay show
that T1D monocytes cultured for 24 h in the presence of BCG show a much more robust
increase in aerobic glycolysis than untreated monocytes. This additionally shows that although
T1D monocytes from fresh blood are deﬁcient in aerobic glycolysis, they respond even after
short-term culture in the presence of BCG by restoring and augmenting aerobic glycolysis and
sugar utilization from the medium. Future use of these in vitro sugar-utilization assays will help to
answer the question regarding BCG as a method to lower blood sugars in various diabetic
subjects. It is not known whether, like T1D subjects, T2D patients have at baseline suppressed
aerobic glycolysis or whether BCG administration in T2D will need to augment normal aerobic
glycolysis to heightened levels for improved blood sugar control.

Concluding Remarks
BCG is emerging as an efﬁcacious therapy for autoimmune diseases. In T1D, subjects treated
with two BCG vaccines, after a delayed time, exhibited lowering of blood sugars to near-normal
levels in an 8-year clinical trial. With such a marked beneﬁt, it is important to understand the
immune and metabolic effects of BCG. This Opinion article summarizes the literature showing
that BCG resets the immune system by restoring Tregs and selectively killing pathogenic T
cells. The fact that even people with advanced T1D beneﬁt from lowered stable blood sugars
without severe hypoglycemia warrants attention to BCG’s immune metabolic effects. T1D
subjects have overactive oxidative phosphorylation, a state of low glucose utilization, high
ketone production, and high Krebs cycle utilization. After BCG vaccinations, the metabolism of
the immune system gradually shifts to high and regulated glucose transport through aerobic
glycolysis. These ﬁndings support of the Hygiene Hypothesis and show the magnitude of the
restoration of the human host immune system by bacteria.
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